PILOTMOVERS IS DELIGHTED
TO BE RECRUITING
B737/A320/A330 CP ON
BEHALF OF LUCKY AIR

LUCKY AIR
Yunnan Lucky Air LLC. (Lucky Air) is one of the subsidiaries of HNA Group headquartered in Kunming, the People’s
Republic of China, based in Kunming, Lijang and Zhengzhou. Lucky Air is flying 69 routes now, which include 8
international and 1 regional, connecting 62 cities.
Lucky Air started Operations on 26th Feb 2006, and as of May 2014, it owns a fleet consisting of 30 Boeing 737NG,
11 Airbus 319/320 aircraft, and 1 A330 aircraft. Lucky Air earns 15% of the civil aviation market share, making Lucky
Air the second ranked airline in Yunnan Province.

With more than 60
foreign captains,
Lucky Air is looking
for more dynamic
individuals to fill the
Captain positions.

With more than 60 foreign captains, Lucky Air is looking for more dynamic individuals to fill the Captain positions.
Successful Captains can look forward to a rewarding career with this expanding airline, a competitive remuneration,
good benefits and flexible working patterns.
The airline is willing to satisfy new recruits as they are eager to employ as many Captains as possible and they have
fastest Line Training periods in China. Normally they range from 6 to 12 months but in Lucky Air they are
completing these programs in about two months!!!.
Another of the benefits include is free pick up at your home base when on duty and excellent and respectful
behaviour with the pilots.

PILOTMOVERS IN CHINA
PilotMovers was set up by pilots with over 25 years of experience in the industry. We have inside expertise and
we are currently expat pilots in China, that is why we can offer on site and on-line support.
Our pilots receive personalized attention, customized preparation packages and unique know-how of several
Chinese airlines. We know what pilots expect and pilot to pilot communication is one of our main assets. We can
provide you with significant increase of your success probabilities in order to achieve your goal: Get one of the top
paid pilot jobs in the world.

PilotMovers DNA
Our pilots receive
personalized attention,
customized
preparation packages
and unique know-how
of several Chinese
airlines

http://pilotmovers.com/videos-books/videos-2/

ABOUT KUNMING
Kunming and the
surrounding Yunnan
Province are the
ancestral home to
large communities
of minorities in
China.

Kunming and the surrounding Yunnan Province are the ancestral home to large communities of minorities
in China. Tibetan, Naxi, Miao, Bai are some of the ethnic groups that live in this beautiful Province, where
the ancient “Tea and Horses Track” can be experienced in a spectacular journey through rice fields, fertile
valleys, gorges, rivers and mountains reaching the border with the Tibet at alms 7.000 meters. The city is a
modern and sunny place with no pollution and good weather all year round. It is known that Yunnan enjoys
the “endless spring” and it is dubbed to be the most multidimensional region in Asia having the wild-forest
where the tiger lives in the Myanmar border in the south and the tibetan border with snow covered
mountains and glaciers in the north.
Kunming is a nice city, with more economic housing rental costs: a 140 sqm. appartment with 3 bedrooms,
2 bathrooms and brand new is just 600 US$, in Shanghai the same would cost well over 2,500 US$.
Lucky Air is our TOP CHOICE for 2017 recruitment due to the perfect combination of base, no pollution,
airline expansion plans, salary and airline culture. Enjoy blue skies all year around.
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ICAO ATPL
B737 EFIS/NG, A320, A330 Captains.
Minimum of 5000 Hours.
Minimum of 500 hours PIC on type A320 or A330
Minimum of 1000 hours PIC on B737 EFIS/NG
Valid Class I Medical.
ICAO level 4 or above.
Last flight as B737 or A320 or A330 Captain within 12 months.
No flight incident/accident record; No criminal record.
Max 55 years old at commencement of contract.

JOB DESCRIPTION
Duration of Contract: 3 years, renewable.
Bases of Operation: Kunming, Lijiang, Zhengzhou.

JOB DESCRIPTION
Screening:
First part of the Screening at Xiamen is usually scheduled twice a month
Screenings is divided into 2 parts:
1st Part (6 days duration)

Airline Interview
Medical Check Class 1
Written ATPL
Airline Simulator Evaluation

2nd Part (4 days duration)

CAAC Simulator Check (Full session, Chinese ATP sim check)

*Lucky Air will provide accommodation during screening.
**Air Ticket Expenses will be reimbursed to pilots during their Screening, regardless of results.

JOB DESCRIPTION
Application:

COLOR copies of the following documents are required
1. Passport.
2. Current unrestricted ICAO ATPL License without any limitations whatsoever
showing B737 or A320 command rating and ICAO English at Level 4 or higher.
3. ICAO Medical Class I
4. Last 3 pages of your logbook pages covering your B737 or A320 or A330 flying.
5. Most recent Proficiency Check
6. Lucky Air application form, completed and returned.
7. PilotMovers Candidate Declaration Form Signed

How to apply: www.pilotmovers.com or mail to: pilotsuccess@pilotmovers.com

